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Human creativity is boundless, and when it refers to diamond cuts, clever diamond cutters have 
proven their creativity in designing several outstanding round diamond cuts. An innovative cut 
that breaks the status quo paradigm in round brilliant cuts is the Crown of Light (COL) cut.  
 
Typically, round diamond cuts exhibit a crown with a flat table. For example, the traditional 
Tolkowsky cut shown in Fig. 1 has a flat table of approximately 55% the diameter of the diamond, 
33 facets in the crown, 24 in the pavilion, for a total of 57 cut facets (excluding the culet and the 
girdle). The Tolkowsky cut has evolved into a variety of cuts with excellent light performance, yet 
adhering to a light performance determined in part by the substantial flat table.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Side view and nomenclature of the Tolkowsky cut with its characteristic flat table. 

 
The Crown of Light cut shown in Fig. 2 breaks away from traditional diamond cutting to achieve 
a new paradigm in round brilliant light performance. This article provides a study on the light 
performance of the Crown of Light cut using ASET® technology. Because of the striking 
differences of the COL cut, mainly a domed-shaped crown, a number of significant insights in 
light performance are gleaned from this study. Overall, the COL cut establishes a new paradigm 
in round brilliant light performance.  
 

  
Fig. 2. The Crown of Light cut with its distinctive dome shaped crown. 

 



Review of ASET® Technology 
 
The diamond’s ability to exhibit the effects of brilliance, fire, and scintillation depends on the 
angular directions of light that can bring light into an observer’s eyes. The angular directions are 
known technically as the angular spectrum of a diamond. The ASET was developed to provide 
information about the angular spectrum of a diamond. [1,2]  
 
As shown in Fig. 3, a diamond located on the bottom can redirect light to an observer’s eye from 
three major angular direction ranges. The green angles range from 0 to 45 degrees, the red angles 
from 45 to 75 degrees, and the blue angles from 75 to 90 degrees. Although subdividing the angular 
hemisphere into more ranges improves our knowledge of angular spectrum, the three ranges 
selected in the ASET provide substantial information for evaluation purposes.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Principles of ASET® technology 
 

In Fig. 3 at the top right, the appearance of a round diamond under the ASET is shown. The blue 
region, in the face-up position of the diamond, corresponds to the directions and light that could 
be blocked by the observer’s head. It is desirable that the projection of the blue angular range is 
well distributed all over the crown or top of the diamond. This will prevent large, un-illuminated 
areas and most importantly, it will contribute to enhance the facets that appear illuminated. This 
effect is known as contrast-brilliance. [3] 
 
The red angular range represents the directions that most likely will make the diamond crown to 
appear illuminated. This corresponds to light from lighting fixtures and windows high on the walls 
of a room. The green angular range represents the directions that are unlikely to make a diamond 
appear brightly illuminated. 
 
Under the ASET view, a diamond that will perform well has a large percentage (about 50%-70%) 
of its area with reds, a very well distributed and smaller percentage of blues (about 20%-30%), 
and a smaller percentage of greens and light leakage. 
 
The red areas in the crown of a diamond under the ASET view will appear most often illuminated. 
This illumination, or brilliance, will tend to be diffused because the reds represent a large angular 
range that captures light from likewise large areas from the ceiling or walls in a room. Whenever 
there are localized light sources, such as spot lighting or chandeliers, there will be some facets that 
will light up with bright sparkles as light is brought directly to the observer’s eye from a direct 
pathway to the light source; however these sparkles will not be likely in large numbers. 



 
Although the blues under the face-up position represent light obscuration and contrast-brilliance, 
they become a most important angular range when the diamond is tilted. The blues represent the 
areas on the diamond crown that can appear illuminated most frequently with sparkle and 
scintillation. This is due to the inherent light retro-reflection and symmetry of diamonds. In 
addition, the substantially smaller ceiling area represented by the blues in a room make the 
proportion of light fixture area to such blue-ceiling area much larger than for the reds.  
 
As we naturally direct and align our hand to maximize the sparkle and scintillation seen in a 
diamond, the blue angular range being small will have a maximum probability of being aimed to 
a chandelier or group of localized light sources, and then a large number of facets would 
simultaneously be lit producing a substantial illumination effect.  
 
Thus the blues represent areas and facets that can appear most likely illuminated with direct light 
from localized sources. It is the blue area, under diamond tilt, that will exhibit the most sparkle 
and scintillation. 
 
The ASET images of three diamonds are shown in Fig 4. The left and center diamond do not have 
a desirable light performance. The diamond on the right corresponds to the Tolkowsky cut, which 
is considered an excellent cut for light performance. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. ASET images of three round brilliant diamonds. On the left, a diamond with significant 
greens, light leakage through the pavilion shown as grey areas, and a small quantity of blues. In 
the center, a diamond with major light leakage shown with grey color, and a poor distribution of 
blues, and a very small percentage of reds. On the right, a diamond with a pleasing distribution 
of blues in an arrows pattern, a significant area of reds, and a small percentage of greens and 

light leakage. 
 
The Crown of Light Cut 
 
The U.S. Patent 6,761,044 describes a novel diamond cut which after refinement by master cutter 
Reuven Paikin, became the Crown of Light cut. With reference to Fig. 5, the crown includes an 
octagonal table, which is surrounded by eight triangular star facets. Eight table bezels are disposed 
in-between the star facets and eight mid-bezels are disposed in-between the table bezels. The 
diamond’s pavilion has eight concentrically arranged culet pavilion facets, a girdle pavilion facet 
and a bottom small break facet that are disposed in-between the culet pavilion facets.  
 
The diamond’s girdle has eight, left top-half facets and eight, right top-half facets (located in-
between the girdle bezels of the crown), and eight, left bottom-half facets and eight, right bottom-
half facets (disposed in-between the girdle pavilion facets and bottom small break facets). Thus 



there are 49 crown facets and 41 pavilion facets, including the culet, for a total of 90 cut facets. 
Clearly a major distinctive feature of the COL is the dome-shaped crown. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Views of the cut facets in the Crown of Light cut. Note the dome shaped crown. 

 
The Tolkowsky round brilliant cut has 57 facets (excluding the culet). In comparison, the Crown 
of Light cut has 90 facets. The larger number of facets provides more paths for the diamond to 
exhibit brilliance, fire and scintillation. The virtual facets— the optical projections of the actual 
facets—are comparatively small and numerous in the Crown of Light cut, as shown in Fig. 6.  The 
number of cut facets in the Crown of Light cut is not unusual as other flat table, round brilliant 
cuts can have 91, 129, or more facets. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Virtual facets for the Crown of Light cut on left, and for the Tolkowsky cut on top for the 

face up position. 
 

ASET Data 
 
A Crown of Light, 1.2 carat clear diamond, was scanned with a measuring machine from Sarin 
Technologies [4] to acquire the diamond geometry and then ASET images were computer 
generated as shown in Fig. 7. From left to right, the ASET images correspond to the view of face 
up and then with the diamond tilted 5, 10, 15 and 25 degrees. For reference purposes, images 
corresponding to the Tolkowsky cut are also given. The ASET images for the Crown of Light 
diamond were generated from data of a real diamond. The ASET images for the Tolkowsky cut 
were generated from a perfect geometrical model. 
 



 

 
 

Fig. 7. ASET images of the Crown of Light cut on top row, and of the Tolkowsky cut on bottom 
row. The leftmost image is the face-up view and the subsequent images to the right are tilt views 
at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 degrees. 

 
As seen below, Table 1 provides data of color proportion in the ASET images for the face-up 
position of both cuts. 
 

Table 1 Blues Reds Greens Grey Leakage 
Crown of Light 

(Face up position) 
44% 36% 2% 18% 

Tolkowsky 
(Face up position) 

21% 68% 6% 5% 

 
The angular spectrum represented by black dots as projected in the illuminating hemisphere is 
shown in Fig. 8. The Crown of Light cut is on top and the Tolkowsky cut on the bottom. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Angular spectrum as projected in the hemisphere for the face up position, 5, 10, 15, 20 
and 25 degrees. 

 
A measure of a diamond to exhibit fire is light dispersion. The images in Fig. 9 provide 
dispersion across the diamond crown. Dispersion is colored coded as dark orange, orange, light 
orange, and yellow, which represents the highest light dispersion. The grey color indicates light 
leakage. 
 



 

 
 

Fig. 9. Fire maps for the Crown of Light on top, and for the Tolkowsky cut on bottom, as 
projected in the diamond crown for the face up position, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 degrees of diamond 

tilt. 
 
Glare refers to the light that is directly reflected by the diamond crown facets and that is not 
refracted inside the diamond. In Fig. 10, glare maps across the crown for the face-up position, for 
both the Crown of Light cut and the Tolkowsky cut. An observer who looks straight down at the 
Crown of Light cut would perceive light reflected by the crown facets coming from the blue, red, 
and green angular ranges in the illuminating hemisphere, and for the Tolkowsky cut would 
perceive light from the blue and green angular ranges. The large flat table in the Tolkowsky cut 
can cause detrimental glare that interferes with observing light performance. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Glare maps across the diamond crown for the Crown of Light on left, and for the 
Tolkowsky cut on right. 

 
 
Analysis and Discussion 
 
In regards to the ASET images in Fig. 7, the Tolkowsky cut angular ranges are 21% for blues, 68% 
for reds, 6% greens, and 5% for leakage. For the Crown of Light cut, angular ranges are 
respectively 44% for blues, 36% for reds, 2% for greens, and 18% for leakage. Thus, the Crown 
of Light cut provides less diffuse brilliance, larger contrast, and more light leakage.  
 
However, it would be inappropriate to evaluate the Crown of Light cut in the same way as 
traditional cuts with a substantial flat table. While traditional cuts have been optimized to perform 
over a wide range of illumination scenarios, the Crown of Light cut breaks away with tradition and 
was optimized to exhibit fire, scintillation and sparkle at, or near, the face-up position when aimed 
at localized light sources. This is clearly shown by the images of the angular spectrum in Fig. 8, 
where the angular spectrum for the Crown of Light cut near, or at the face-up position, tends to be 
concentrated at the blue angular range. The Tolkowsky cut angular spectrum is spread out 
throughout the illumination hemisphere.  



 
As schematically shown in Fig. 11, by having a concentrated angular spectrum, the Crown of Light 
cut has a larger probability of exhibiting scintillation and sparkle whenever it is aimed at localized 
light sources. This is because there are more directions within a smaller angular range that can 
coincide, or be aligned with, localized light sources which would illuminate the diamond’s virtual 
facets. 
 

 
 
Fig. 11. Schematic representation of the angular spectrum of the COL and a standard Tolkowsky 

cut. The angular cone of rays is narrower for the COL than for the Tolkowsky cut, thereby 
increasing the probability to illuminate virtual facets. 

 
It is clear that the angular spectrum representation of Fig. 8 calls for two distinct design choices of 
angular spectrum, namely spread out or concentrated. With this in mind, we can consider the 
angular spectrum as projected on the diamond crown and as shown in the ASET images of Fig.7.  
The Crown of Light cut achieves a substantial mix of the blue and red angular ranges which 
promotes the phenomenon of contrast brilliance. Further, the wide angular coverage by glare, and 
the fact that the Crown of Light cut has 49 crown facets, makes glare positively contribute to 
sparkle.  
 
As shown by the light dispersion maps of Fig. 9, dispersion is also well distributed over the crown 
of Crown of Light cut. In sum, at or near the face-up position, the Crown of Light cut has an 
excellent distribution of contrast brilliance, glare, and dispersion. These features are shown in the 
photographs of a Crown of Light cut in Fig. 12. The result is a diamond that is optimized for 
contrast brilliance, fire, scintillation and sparkle at or near the face-up position, and represents a 
new paradigm in diamond light performance.   
 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig. 12. Light performance of the Crown of Light cut exhibiting substantial contrast brilliance, 
fire scintillation and sparkle for several positions near the face up position. The even distribution 

of these illumination effects over the diamond crown are noteworthy. 
 
The superb light performance of the Crown of Light cut at high-angular ranges is a trade-off with 
diffuse brilliance and virtual facet size. Diffuse brilliance is the illuminated appearance of the 
diamond crown under diffuse illumination and it relates to the red angular range. The Crown of 
Light cut has a small percentage of the red angular range and therefore does not provide the same 
diffuse brilliance as the Tolkowsky cut. The relatively small cut facets in the Crown of Light cut 
result in small virtual facets, and therefore in small diamonds—say 1/4 of a carat—fire and 
scintillation tend to become pinpoint events. One novel difference is that the Crown of Light cut 
minimizes the detrimental table glare of traditional cuts, as glare due to the small facet size, adds 
positively to sparkle. The dome-shaped crown of the Crown of Light cut is a distinctive feature. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this article we have used ASET technology to analyze the Crown of Light cut in view of the 
traditional Tolkowsky cut. An exciting find is that technically, the Crown of Light embodies a new 
paradigm in light performance, where the cut is designed for maximum contrast brilliance, fire 
scintillation and sparkle. The angular spectrum as projected in the illuminating hemisphere tends 
to be localized rather than extended. This leads to a superb sparkle and scintillation performance 
whenever the cut is aimed at localized light sources. The increased number of cut faces results in 
an increased number of light paths for the cut to create illumination effects when the diamond is 
aimed at localized light sources.  
 
Another remarkable feature is the even distribution of illumination effects across the crown, which 
diamonds with large flat tables tend to lack. Under precarious spot lighting conditions, which are 
typical, it is the Crown of Light cut that will outperform cuts with large flat tables in fire, 
scintillation and sparkle. The crown of the Crown of Light is not truncated, but features a 
distinctive dome shape.  
 
Overall, the Crown of Light cut is a superb cut featuring a novel and outstanding light performance 
paradigm. The light performance benefits of the Crown of Light cut come, however, as a trade-off 
with reducing diffuse brilliance and virtual facet size. But as everything else, when it comes to 
selecting a cut, one must make a choice which ultimately depends on personal taste. 
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